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Figure 1: Estimated spectral parameters for a face (a − c) and the predicted skin reflectance under various illumination spec-
tra. (a) Melanin concetration Cm . (b) Melanin blend type βm . (c) Hemoglobin concentration Ch . (d, e) Photograph-rendering
comparison under D57 illumination. (f, g) Photograph-rendering comparison under D27 illumination.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Accurate modeling and rendering of human skin appearance has
been a long standing goal in computer graphics. Of particular im-
portance has been the realistic modeling and rendering of layered
subsurface scattering in skin for which various bio-physical models
have been proposed based on the spectral distribution of chro-
mophores in the epidermal and dermal layers of skin [Donner and
Jensen 2006; Donner et al. 2008; Jimenez et al. 2010]. However, mea-
surement of the spectral parameters of absorption and scattering
of light for such bio-phyisical models has been a challenge in com-
puter graphics. Previous works have either borrowed parameters
for skin-type from tissue-optics literature [Donner and Jensen 2006],
or employed extensive multispectral imaging for inverse rendering
detailed spatially varying parameters for a patch of skin [Donner
et al. 2008]. Closest to our approach, Jimenez et al. [2010] employed
observations under uniform broadband illumination to estimate two
dominant parameters (melanin and hemoglobin concentrations) for
driving a qualitative appearance model for facial animation.
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Figure 2: Comparison of a facial photograph under D57 illu-
mination (a) to reconstruction using the spectral model of
Jimenez et al. [2010] (b), and reconstruction using our pro-
posed model (c).

In this work, we propose a practical simplification of the com-
plex spectral model of Donner et al. [2008] that we demonstrate
to have sufficient complexity to match photographs of skin under
various illumination spectra (see Figure 1), as well as a practical
measurement approach for driving the model that is suitable for fa-
cial appearance capture of live subjects (Section 2). We demonstrate
that the our proposedmodel complexity is required tomatch subject
photographs, which may not be possible using just a two parameter
model such as [Jimenez et al. 2010], and our proposed measurement
protocol combining two different and complementary spectral illu-
mination conditions (broad band D57 + narrow band blue 480nm
peak response) provides higher quality estimates of spectral param-
eters than those obtained with just broadband illumination. Thus,
our work proposes an optimal measurement/modeling complexity
trade-off for reproducing spatially varying spectral appearance of
skin.

2 METHOD
2.1 Spectral Model
Starting from the detailed spectral model of Donner et al. [2008],
which has been shown to accurately model spatially varying ap-
pearance of skin, we empirically simplify the model complexity
such that the reduced model can still well reproduce the spatially
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Figure 3: Estimated spectral parameters for a palm. Top-row:
Using just broad band D57 illumination. Bottom-row: Joint-
estimation using broad band D57 + narrow band blue LED
illumination.

varying appearance of real skin. Our reduced model includes the
two dominant parameters of melanin (Cm ) and hemoglobin (Ch )
concentrations, but we also found that the melanin blend type pa-
rameter βm (blend between eumelanin and pheumelanin) needs to
be varied over the skin surface in order to closely match the appear-
ance of real skin. Our model also includes epidermal hemoglobin
fraction Che which we found to be necessary to match the very
reddish areas of a face such as the lips. However, we empirically
fixed Che to be a constant fraction (0.6) of dermal hemoglobin Ch
and hence do not need to independently estimate this parameter.

Figure 2 shows comparison of a facial photograph under uni-
form D57 illumination and its reconstruction using the simplified
spectral model of Jimenez et al. [2010] with only two free param-
eters (Cm and Ch ), and reconstruction using our proposed model
with additional free parameter (βm ). As can be seen, our proposed
model complexity allows a closer match to the spatially varying
appearance of skin in the photograph.

2.2 Measurement Protocol
We now present our practical measurement protocol for robustly
estimating the above three parameters with a minimal set of mea-
surements suitable for live subjects. Note that Jimenez et al. [2010]
employed a single observation with a color camera under uniform
broadband illumination to estimate Cm and Ch . In our work, we
employ a multispectral LED sphere equipped with a combination of
narrow band Red, Green, and Blue LEDs, and three types of broad
band LEDs (D27, D40, and D57) and a color camera for measure-
ments. The LEDs on the sphere are all cross-polarized w.r.t. the
camera allowing specular cancellation. With this setup, when we
restricted ourselves to a single observation (as a baseline), we found
the best illumination condition for estimating model parameters
to be D57 illumination (which is closest to the flash illumination
employed by Jimenez et al.). Here, the D57 illumination provided
the highest color contrast in the skin reflectance for parameter
estimation using CIELAB color matching (given a pre-computed
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Figure 4: Photographs (top-row) vs renderings (bottom-row)
of the palm under uniform illumination with three differ-
ent spectra. The renderings use the estimated parameters in
Figure 3 (bottom-row).

3D look-up table under D57 illumination). However, we found im-
proved parameter estimation when using two different and comple-
mentary spectral illumination conditions: broad band D57 + narrow
band blue LED illumination (480nm peak response). The premise
here is that the blue illumination primarily only excites epidermal
reflectance, while D57 illumination excites both epidermal and der-
mal reflectance. Note that we employ CIELAB measurements with
the camera under D57 illumination, while restricting the measure-
ments to the blue channel of camera under blue LED illumination
(for further spectral isolation). With this measurement protocol, we
do a joint look-up table search for best matching CIELAB values
under simulated D57 illumination and best matching blue channel
response under simulated blue LED illumination. Figure 3 shows
comparisons of parameter maps for a palm of a hand obtained using
both approaches (single vs two complementary measurements). As
can be seen, our proposed approach of two complementary spectral
measurements enable higher quality parameter estimation with less
noise and clearer spatial structure of chromophore concentrations
which can then enable rendering of the palm under various target
illumination spectra (see Figure 4).
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